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o- x^lnmons any Bill if, in their opinion, the governing purpose of the
Bill, or any portion of it, is such as to bring it within the category of
general legislation.
I do not hesitate to say that there is not a single one of the great
Budgets of the last 70 years which might not conceivably and even
plausibly be brought within the ambit of these words. If we were to
assent to any such proposal—and it is not a question of language but of
substance—we should be deliberately putting the House of Commons,
by Act of Parliament, in a lower and weaker position as regards finance
than it has occupied for 200 years. A strange result, indeed, of the
emphatic condemnation of the electors of the rejection of the Budget
of 1909.
But even more serious, and with all respect, I must say more grotesque,
are the functions assigned to the Junta under the celebrated Lansdowne
amendment to Clause 2. That amendment begins by excluding absolutely
from the operation of the Clause Bills affecting the existence of the
Crown or the Protestant Succession ; no one is likely to use the Parliament
Bill for such a purpose. It goes on to another specific exclusion—that
of measures establishing national Parliaments, Assemblies or Councils,
with legislative powers in any part of the United Kingdom. Why, one
may ask, is this of all forms of constitutional or organic change the one
selected for express mention ? What, for example, of the Established
Church or of franchise and redistribution or of a change in the number
and constitution of the Second Chamber itself ? I believe that some
noble lords, whose hatred and fear of Home Rule does not wholly blind
them to other possible developments in the field of political emancipation,
ventured to put these questions or some of them. They were referred
for reassurance to sub-section C., which empowers the Joint Committee
on reference to exclude from the normal working of Clause 2 any measure
of any kind provided in their opinion it raises an issue of great gravity
(whatever that means) and the judgment of the country has not been
sufficiently (whatever that means) ascertained. And what is to happen
then ? Why the measure in question is to be submitted for approval
to the electors in manner to be hereafter provided by Act of Parliament.
This, Sir, is the proposal which is deliberately put forward by the
Opposition late in the eleventh hour of this constitutional controversy*
and, as the Archbishop solemnly assures us, for the puipose of ^safe-
guarding our Bill against possible abuse. Just see what in practice it
would mean. A Bill is brought in for, say, Welsh Disestablishment. It
is passed by the House of Commons in three successive Sessions, at
least two years having elapsed between the date of its second reading in
the first, and its passing in the third of those sessions- Under those
conditions it would, notwithstanding rejection by the House of Lords by
virtue of Clause 2, pass automatically on to the Statute book. But under
the Lansdowne amendment all that the House of Lords has to do is to
carry a resolution requiring a reference to the Joint Committee which
must thereupon be assembled. And then these six gentlemen are solemnly
to meet together and determine—and remember their determination, the
determination of this wholly irresponsible body, is final and conclusive in
all Cerate of Law—they are to go through the farce of appearing to

